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Nonuniform corticothalamic continuum model of electroencephalographic spectra with application
to split-alpha peaks
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Recent theoretical work has successfully predicted electroencephalographic spectra from physiology using a
model corticothalamic system with spatially uniform parameters. The present work incorporates parameter
nonuniformities into this model via the coupling they induce between spatial eigenmodes. Splitting of the
spectral alpha peak, an effect seen in a small percentage of the normal population, is investigated as an
illustrative special case. It is confirmed that weak splitting can arise from mode structure if the peak is
sufficiently sharp, even for uniform parameters. However, it is further demonstrated that greater splitting can
result from nonuniformities, and it is argued that this mechanism for split alpha is better able to account
quantitatively for this effect than previously suggested alternatives of pacemakers or purely cortical reso-
nances. On introducing nonuniformities in corticothalamic loop time delays, we find that the alpha frequency
also varies as one moves from the front to the back of the head, in accord with observations, and that analogous
~but less distinct! variations are seen in the beta peak. Analysis shows realistic variations of around610 ms
relative to the mean loop delay of approximately 80 ms can account for observed splittings of about 1 Hz. It
is also suggested that subjects who display clear alpha splitting form the tail of a distribution of magnitude of
cortical inhomogeneity, rather than a separate population.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.021922 PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 87.19.Nn, 87.19.La, 87.90.1y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electroencephalographic~EEG! measurements are com
monly made using multiple scalp electrodes. Correlations
EEGs with brain function are widely used diagnostica
@1,2#, and are inferred to be closely connected to brain
namics, information processing, cognition, and state
arousal@1–3#. EEGs result from cortical electrical activit
aggregated over scales much larger than individual neur
Hence, one approach to understanding their dynamics is
models that average over microscopic neural structure to
tain continuum descriptions on scales of millimeters to
whole brain, incorporating realistic anatomy such as sepa
excitatory and inhibitory neural populations~pyramidal cells
and interneurons!, nonlinear neural responses, multiscale
terconnections, dendritic, cell-body, and axonal dynam
and corticothalamic feedback@2,4–21#.

A recent physiologically based continuum model of cor
cothalamic dynamics has been found to reproduce many
tures of normal EEGs, including the discrete spectral pe
in the slow wave (,1 Hz), delta (1 –2.5 Hz), theta
(2.5–7.5 Hz), alpha (7.5–12.5 Hz), and beta (12.5–30 H
bands, seen in waking and sleeping states@12,14–20#. Here
we extend this model to include spatial nonuniformities of
parameters, an essential step since many or all of these
nonuniform in practice. This generalized model is then
plied to understanding observed substructure in the a
peak.

Splitting of the alpha peak into two subpeaks, separa
by up to 1–2 Hz, has been found to occur in a small perce
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age of the normal population@19#. One mechanism tha
could account for such a splitting is that of pacemakers
cated in the thalamus or other parts of the brain, each
which comprises neurons with a characteristic freque
@1,2#. This mechanism then attributes each subpeak to a
ferent pacemaker. Although neurons with resonant frequ
cies certainly exist, a severe problem with this theory is
ad hoc justification for why a particular resonant frequen
is produced. Indeed, under this mechanism, a new pacem
is needed for every peak or subpeak. Another problem is
the transition from waking to sleep would involve deactiv
tion of waking peaks, with concurrent activation of others
intermediate frequencies, and this pattern is not explained
pacemaker theory@19#. A second widely discussed mech
nism is that resonances may result from spatial cort
eigenmodes@2#. This mechanism implies that the frequenci
of the global resonances should not depend on the locatio
the cortex, although their amplitudes may. In this picture,
splitting of the alpha peak is predicted to be due to break
of an initial degeneracy between modes as a result of cor
asymmetry@2#. Since the posterior lobes of the brain a
larger, smaller wave numbersk and frequenciesv should
then be dominant in amplitude in this region, all else be
equal @19#. Equivalently, the higher frequency mode of a
initially degenerate pair should tend to have higher am
tudes in frontal regions@2#, which is contrary to observation
@19#. A third mechanism, suggested recently@19#, is that the
observed splitting may arise from nonuniformities of t
time delay in corticothalamic loops whose resonances g
rise to the spectral peaks. This suggestion is investiga
below as a specific test and illustration of our generaliz
model.

In Sec. II we generalize our previous theory to inclu
nonuniformities via coupling of spatial eigenmodes. In S
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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III we illustrate the method using the specific case of no
uniform corticothalamic time delay as applied to split-alp
spectra.

II. THEORY

In this section we briefly outline our uniform corticotha
lamic model, generalizing it to incorporate nonuniformiti
via coupling of spatial eigenmodes and the occurrence
multiple synaptic receptor types on a single neuron. Furt
details of the uniform model can be found elsewhere@18,20#.
Throughout this work we assume that, in the absence of
turbations, the brain settles into a steady state of activity.
existence and stability of such steady states in our mo
have been examined in detail in earlier papers@14,15,20#.
There it was found that a low-firing rate state exists
physiologically reasonable parameter values; we assume
this state represents the normal state occupied by the br

A. Corticothalamic model

Our corticothalamic model incorporates the connectivit
shown in Fig. 1, including the thalamic reticular nucle
which inhibits relay nuclei@14–21#. The latter relay externa
stimuli fn to the cortex, as well as corticothalamic feedba
via projections offe to them; their influences are excitator
The cortex itself is treated as a continuum containing po
lations of interacting excitatory and inhibitory neurons and
approximated as two dimensional~2D! owing to its relative
thinness.

The mean firing rates~i.e., pulse densities! Qa of excita-
tory (a5e) and inhibitory (a5 i ) neurons are related to th
cell-body potentialsVa , relative to resting, byQa(r ,t)
5Sa@Va(r ,t)#, whereSa is a smooth sigmoidal function tha
increases from 0 toQmax asVa increases from2` to `.

FIG. 1. Schematic of corticothalamic interactions, showing
connectivities and locationsab of the gainsGab for impulses from
neuronsb incident on neurons of typea. The cortex and the reticu
lar and relay nuclei of the thalamus are shown as rectangles, a
with the main neural projections between them~the latter are indi-
cated by arrows, labeled with the type of activity that projec!.
External activity is indicated byfn .
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The cell-body potentialVa results from the sum of den
dritic inputs after they have been filtered in the dendritic tr
as they propagate. It approximately@14,18,20# obeys

Va~r ,t !5(
b

Vab~r ,t !, ~1!

whereVab is defined by

Dab~r ,t !Vab~r ,t !5nab~r ,t !fb@r ,t2tab~r !#, ~2!

Dab~r ,t !5
1

aab~r !bab~r !

d2

dt2
1F 1

aab~r !
1

1

bab~r !G d

dt
11,

~3!

where the right side of Eq.~1! is a sum of contributions from
different receptor typesb on neurons of typea. The right side
of Eq. ~2! involves contributionsfe,i from other cortical
neurons, and inputsfs from thalamic relay nuclei, each de
layed by a timetab(r ) due to anatomical spatial separatio
More generally, each of these could be divided into subty
corresponding to those incident~afferent! on different recep-
tor populations@e.g., the excitatory glutamate and NMD
~N-methyl-D-aspartate! types#, but we do not make this sub
division here, assuming for simplicity that each neural ty
corresponds to a single receptor type.

In Eq. ~2!, nab(r ,t)5Nab(r )sab(r ,t), where Nab is the
mean number of synapses of typeb5e,i ,s on neurons of
type a andsab is the strength of the response in neurona to
a unit signal at a synapse of typeb. The operatorDab incor-
porates synaptodendritic dynamics via the quantitiesbab(r )
andaab(r ), which are the inverse rise and decay times of
cell-body potential produced by an impulse at a dendr
synapse, withbab'4aab in many cases, owing to dendriti
propagation effects@20#. This form of Dab can be easily
generalized to account for more complicated dynamics,
the analytic work in this section does not depend on
precise form~3!. Note that we do not include the explic
geometry of the dendrites in our model—only their effect
the temporal characteristics of the signals that pass thro
them to the cell body.

Each part of the corticothalamic system gives rise to n
ral pulses, whose values averaged over short scales fo
field fa(r ,t) (a5e,i ,r ,s for excitatory, inhibitory, reticular,
and relay neurons, respectively! that propagates atva(r )
51 –10 m s21 (5 –10 m s21 in myelinated fibers and aroun
1 m s21 in unmyelinated ones!. In the regime that is linear in
thefa ~which we assume here!, linear perturbations approxi
mately obey the damped wave equation@14,18,20#

Da~r ,t !fa~r ,t !5ra~r ,t !Va~r ,t !, ~4!

Da~r ,t !5
1

ga
2~r !

]2

]t2 1
2

ga~r !

]

]t
112r a

2~r !¹2, ~5!

where we henceforth use the symbolsfa and Va to denote
linear perturbations to the original versions of these qua
ties, since there is no possibility of confusion. Herega(r )
5va(r )/r a(r ), ra5dSa(Va)/dVa is the slope of the sigmoi-
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dal function at the assumed steady state value ofVa , andr a
is the characteristic range of axonsa. Fourier transformation
of Eqs. ~1!–~5! in time and elimination ofVa and Vab be-
tween these equations yields transfer functions that exp
the firing rates in terms of the external signalfn ; the poles
of these functions yield the linear dispersion characteris
of corticothalamic waves. Note that Eq.~4! does not allow
for any variation inra due to changes infa—only variations
that result from changes in the parameters of the sigmo
function are included.

As an aside, ifra are constant in time in Eqs.~1!–~5!,
they commute withDab . If all Dab for given a have a com-
mon formDa that depends only ona, then

Da~r ,t !Da~r ,t !fa~r ,t !5(
b

Gab~r ,t !fb@r ,t2tab~r !#,

~6!

with Gab(r ,t)5ra(r )nab(r ,t). Form ~6! is not used in the
present paper, but is noted for future use.

Fourier transforming Eqs.~1!–~5! in time and eliminating
Va andVab between these equations yields

Da~r ,v!fa~r ,v!5(
b

Jab~r ,v!fb~r ,v!, ~7!

Jab~r ,v!5Lab~r ,v!Gab~r !eivtab(r ), ~8!

Da~r ,v!5~12 iv/ga!22r a
2¹2, ~9!

where @Lab(r ,v)#21 is the temporal Fourier transform o
Dab(r ,t). Thus for the case of excitatory projections, w
have

Defe5Jeefe1Jeif i1Jesfs , ~10!

where we omit arguments for compactness.
Using the connectivities in Fig. 1 and making the loc

inhibition approximation, which assumes the short range
inhibitory axons and impliesDi5Ds5Dr51, and random
connectivity approximation, in which the numbers of inte
connections between neural types are assumed to be pr
tional to the number of available synapses, we find thatQe
5Qi , Ve5Vi , and, hence,re5r i @18#. This gives

f i~r ,v!5Defe~r ,v!, ~11!

where we also make the assumptions henceforth that al
Lab have a common formL, and thatt ib5teb for all b. For
the specific nuclei, Eq.~7! then becomes

fs5Jsefe1Jsrf r1Jsnfn , ~12!

likewise, for the reticular nucleus we have

f r5Jrefe1Jrsfs . ~13!

Thus via substitution of Eq.~13! into Eq. ~12!, we find

~12JsrJrs!fs5~Jse1JsrJre!fe1Jsnfn . ~14!
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Using Eq.~10! then gives an explicit expression forfs(r ,v)
as a function offe(r ,v),

fs~r ,v!5@~12Jei!De2Jee#fe~r ,v!/Jes. ~15!

Finally, elimination offs andf r from the above equation
results in the transfer function of a stimulusfn(r ,v) to
fe(r ,v)

$~12JsrJrs!@~12Jei!De2Jee#2Jes~Jse1JsrJre!%fe

5JesJsnfn , ~16!

which reproduces our previous results ifJab are spatially
uniform @20#.

Scalp potentials are primarily generated by excitato
~mainly pyramidal! neurons, because of their greater size a
degree of alignment compared to other types@2#. For any
given geometry, and in the case of linear perturbations c
sidered here, the scalp potential is proportional to the cort
potential, which is itself proportional to the membrane c
rents that are present, which are in turn proportional to
firing ratefe . Hence, apart from a~dimensional! constant of
proportionality, the EEG frequency spectrum atr is thus
given by the squared modulus offe(r ,v) obtained from Eq.
~16!. ~This neglects volume conduction for reasons discus
in Sec. III D, but this effect can be easily included, as in o
previous work@18#.! In uniform systems this spectrum show
excellent agreement with observed spectra when physiol
cally realistic parameters are used in the theory andfn is
assumed to be spatiotemporal white noise@19,20#.

B. Coupled mode equations

In the most general case, our transfer function~16! in-
volves multiple position-dependent variables such as
gains Gab , the time delaystab , and the filter functionL.
Here these nonuniformities are treated via the coupling of
spatial eigenmodes.

Equation~16! is of the general form

A~r ,v!fe~r ,v!5B~r ,v!fn~r ,v!. ~17!

Taking the Fourier transform in space and assuming perio
boundary conditions on a rectangular cortex of sizel x3 l y ~or
of length l x in 1D!, this expression becomes a discrete co
volution:

(
K

A~k2K ,v!fe~K ,v!5(
K

B~k2K ,v!fn~K ,v!.

~18!

Here k and K range over the valueskm j , Km j
5(2pm/ l x ,2p j / l y) in 2D, wherei and j are integers~and
over the values 2pm/ l x in 1D!. The imposition of boundary
conditions has previously been shown to affect spectra
very low frequencies and near the alpha peak; howeve
does not, in itself, appear to lead alpha splitting consist
with observations@19#, and thus the precise boundary cond
tions chosen are not expected to be critical.~Physically, this
results from the strong spatial damping of waves, excep
2-3
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ROBINSON, WHITEHOUSE, AND RENNIE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021922 ~2003!
resonances in the spectrum: strongly damped waves are
sensitive to boundary conditions, since their characteri
spatial scale is not sufficent to ‘‘sense’’ them@19#.! Analo-
gous expressions can readily be obtained for a spherical
tex, for example, involving a spherical harmonic expans
of modes with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients describing
mode couplings.

Equation~18! shows the essential feature of mode co
pling: the value offe at a particular wave number is thus
function of the values at other wave numbers. This is unl
the case of waves in a uniform medium, where each w
number is independent of all the others. This coupling
induced because modulation of the properties of the med
at a wave numberq induces a response atk1q in a wave
with initial wave numberk. Examples of this effect in othe
physical systems are mentioned in Sec. III B.

In order to solve Eq.~18! for fe(k,v), the first step is to
truncate the set of modes toumu,u j u<Mmax for someMmax.
We then writefe(k,v) andfn(k,v) as column vectors~one
row per mode!, Fe andFn , using an appropriate~but arbi-
trary in general! ordering of modes. In 1D no special labelin
is necessary, and the mode and row numbers can be
equal. A useful 2D relabeling is

m~m, j !5m1~2Mmax11! j , ~19!

where m and j are the 2D subscripts offe(km j ,v), and
m(m, j ) is the corresponding matrix index. This form is pa
ticularly useful because of the symmetry between the p
tive and negative terms, withm(2m,2 j )52m(m, j ).

Equation~18! can be written as a matrix equationAFe
5BFn where, in 1D,A and B are (2Mmax11)3(2Mmax
11) matrices, andFe and Fn are column matrices with
(2Mmax11) terms. @In 2D, A and B are (2Mmax
11)23(2Mmax11)2 matrices, andFe andFn are column ma-
trices with (2Mmax11)2 terms.# Consequently,

Fe5A21BFn , ~20!

5MFn , ~21!

which defines the matrixM . Thusfe(Km j ,v) can be calcu-
lated by matrix inversion. The spatially averaged pow
spectrumP(v) can then be obtained via matrix multiplica
tion, with

P~v!5Fe
†~v!Fe~v!, ~22!

5(
K

ufe~K ,v!u2, ~23!

whereFe
† is the Hermitian conjugate ofFe .

The power spectrum at a givenr is then

P~r ,v!5ufe~r ,v!u2, ~24!

fe~r ,v!5(
K

fe~K ,v!eiK•r. ~25!
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When averaged over the random phases of spatially w
noise of root-mean-square amplitudeufn(v)u, this yields

P~r ,v!5ufn~v!u2(
m,n

exp@ i ~km2kn!•r #~MM †!mn ,

~26!

where m and n label matrix elements as in Eq.~19!. By
averaging Eq.~26! over position, Eq.~22! can thus be written
in the equivalent form, for spatially white noise,

P~v!5ufn~v!u2 Tr~MM †!. ~27!

If the noise is also temporally white,fn(v) is independent
of v.

III. SPLIT-ALPHA PEAKS

It has been suggested that nonuniformities in corticot
lamic time delays may underlie the observed splitting of
pha peaks in a few percent of subjects@19#. Certainly, the
alpha frequency is most sensitive tot0 among the parameter
of our model@18#. Such a split-alpha peak is illustrated
Fig. 2, using data from an existing database that was
lected with appropriate ethical clearances and informed c
sent@22#. Data were recorded in the relaxed eyes-closed s
at a 250 Hz sampling rate relative to a linked-ears refere
using a low-pass filter with26 dB point at 50 Hz, then
processed to remove ocular artifacts@22#. Spectra were cal-
culated for 15 successive 8-s segments of data to improve
signal-to-noise ratio, then averaged to obtain the curve
Fig. 2 for three electrodes spanning a semicircle on the he

FIG. 2. The Fp1 ~left frontal pole, solid curve!, Cz ~central mid-
line, dotted curve!, and O2 ~right occipital, dashed curve! single-
electrode spectra of a typical split-alpha subject, taken when e
are closed, and subject is relaxed. The alpha peak near 8 Hz d
nates frontally, while that near 10 Hz dominates at the back of
head. At the Cz electrode, a double peak is seen, with both freq
cies represented.
2-4
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NONUNIFORM CORTICOTHALAMIC CONTINUUM MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 021922 ~2003!
Fp1 ~frontal pole, located slightly left of center at the crow
of the forehead!, Cz ~central, located on the midline at th
top of the head!, and O2 ~occipital, located slightly right of
center at the back of the head!. The subject used was a no
mal female of age 62 years with a split-alpha spectrum. T
short duration of the measurements overall~just 2 min! al-
lows nonstationarity to be neglected to a good approxim
tion. In particular, we find no evidence for nonstationarity
the alpha frequency, even over longer time periods.

In this section we illustrate and discuss the general res
of the preceding section in the context of split-alpha spec
with tes(r )5tse(r )5t re(r )5t0(r )/2 and the othertab all
zero, which generalizes our previous work to include no
uniformities. For simplicity, we assume thatGab , L, ga , and
r a are uniform in space, assumptions that can be straigh
wardly relaxed if required. The derivation is carried out f
the 2D case, but only the 1D case is explored numeric
since previous work showed that 1D and 2D spectra are v
similar @19# and the results here are only intended to be
lustrative, with a full statistical study to be published later
the clinical literature.

Henceforth, except where otherwise stated, we use m
parameters very similar to those employed in our previ
studies@20#, as listed in Table I. This approach emphasiz
the consistency of the present work with previous resu
Future work will explore optimal fitting of all parameters
EEG data using the full 2D numerics.

A. Nonuniform time delay model

We use the above general derivation to calculate the s
tra for a nonuniform corticothalamic time delayt0(r ), by
setting

TABLE I. Nominal values of model parameters for an eye
closed state with alpha rhythm, close to those used in Ref.@20#. The
mean excitatory axonal range isr e , l x approximates the circumfer
ence of the cortex, taking into account its folding~scalp distances
are approximately 2/3 as large as cortical ones!, ge is the cortical
damping rate,a andb are dendritic time constants,T0 is the mean
roundtrip delay for signals traveling from the cortex to the thalam
and back, and the quantitiesGab are the gains for signals from
neurons of typeb incident on neurons of typea. Only those gains or
products of gains that occur in Sec. III A are listed.

Quantity Nominal Unit

r e 0.08 m
l x 0.8 m
ge 120 s21

a5b/4 60 s21

T0 80 ms
Gee 4.5
Gei 25.5
Ges 4.0
GesGsrGre 24.0
GesGse 9.0
GsrGrs 21.5
02192
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t0~r !5T01t~r !, ~28!

whereT0 is the average oft0(r ) over position. After division
by (12HsrHrs)(12Hei), Eqs.~8! and ~16! yield

FDe2
Hee

12Hei
2

Hes~Hse1HsrHre!eivt0(r )

~12HsrHrs!~12Hei!
Gfe~r ,v!

5
HesHsne

ivt0(r )/2

~12HsrHrs!~12Hei!
fn~r ,v!, ~29!

Hab5GabL~v!. ~30!

If we then expand the exponentials to first order int(r ) to
give exp@ivt(r )/2#'11 ivt(r )/2, and then Fourier trans
form in r , we obtain

fe~k,v!2C~k,v!(
K

t~k2K !fe~K ,v!

5(
K

N~k2K ,v!fn~K ,v!, ~31!

C~k,v!5
iveivT0Hes~Hse1HsrHre!

~12Hei!~12HsrHrs!~k2r e
21q2r e

2!
, ~32!

N~kÀK ,v!5
HesHsne

ivT0/2

~12Hei!~12HsrHrs!~k2r e
21q2r e

2!

3@d~k2K !1 ivt~k2K !/2#, ~33!

q2~v!r e
25S 12

iv

ge
D 2

2
1

12Hei

3FHee1
Hes~Hse1HsrHre!eivT0

12HsrHrs
G . ~34!

The sums overK in Eq. ~31! appear because the Fouri
transforms of the productst(r )fe(r ,v) and t(r )fn(r ,v)
yield convolutions of this form. Equation~29! is easily writ-
ten in the form~18!, with

A~k,K ,v!5d~k2K !2C~k,v!t~k2K !, ~35!

B~k,K ,v!5N~k2K ,v!, ~36!

and can thus be reduced to matrix form, as in the gen
case. In terms of matrix elements, Eqs.~29!, ~35!, and ~36!
can be written as

Amn5dmn2Cmtm2n , ~37!

Bmn5Nmn . ~38!

To illustrate the effects of spatial variation oft0 explicitly
in a simple 1D case, we take

t0~x!5T01t1eik1x1t21e2 ik1x, ~39!

-

s

2-5
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ROBINSON, WHITEHOUSE, AND RENNIE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021922 ~2003!
wheret15t21* sincet0(x) is real andk152p/ l x . For sim-
plicity, our simulations use real values witht15t21, since
use of complex values merely shiftst0(x) along thex axis
and we have assumed periodic boundary conditions. In
case, t0(x)5T012t1 cos(k1x) and the range oft0(x) is
ut0(x)2T0u<2ut1u. Hence, the requirement thatuvtu&2
implies ut1u&8 ms at the;10-Hz alpha peak andut1u
&4 ms at the;20-Hz beta peak for our approximations
be valid. This restriction could be relaxed by Fourier tran
forming A and B numerically for a chosen form of spatia
variation, in which case no such approximation would
made.

B. Spatially averaged spectra

Examples of theoretical spectra are shown in Fig. 3
the nominal parameters in Table I. For later comparison
our results with scalp EEG data, we letx50 correspond to
the front of the cortex, since preliminary inspection of t
data shows a tendency for lower alpha frequencies in
region. We also letx5 l x/2 correspond to the most posteri
region of the cortex, wherel x is the linear size of the corte
~about 1.5 times the circumference of the head, owing
cortical folding@2#!. Hence, we assume thatt0(x) is maximal
at the front of the head and minimal at the back ift1 is
positive. Actual variations oft0(x) may be more compli-
cated, but form~39! is sufficient to illustrate the principle
involved. The use of the circumference of the cortex as
value of l x is the most appropriate choice for comparis
with a 1D calculation. In any case, the value ofl x does not
strongly affect spectra unless it is considerably smaller@19#.

Whent6150 ms ~no nonuniformity and hence no mod
coupling!, seen in Fig. 3~a!, the spectrum is seen to hav
alpha and beta peaks at around 9.5 Hz and 17.8 Hz, res
tively. There is a small-amplitude splitting in the alpha pe
which is due to the discrete mode structure imposed by
cortex @19#, as seen from the relative contributions of the
and 61 modes, which have similar peak powers, while t
62 modes~not shown! are comparable to these only abo
about 15 Hz. Investigation shows that this splitting is on
observable for relatively sharp alpha peaks@19#, such that the
separation of the modes is greater than their widths; it dis
pears ifGesGse is reduced by less than 10%, for example

At t6153 ms in Fig. 3~b!, a splitting of greater ampli-
tude and frequency separation is seen. The spectra of
vidual spatial eigenmodes show that this is due to the app
ance of structure in each of the 0,61 modes. This results
from their coupling via the spatial variation oft: the 0 mode
drives the61 modes most strongly at its peak frequen
and vice versa.

At t6156 ms, Fig. 3~c! shows greater peak separatio
and more substructure in each mode. Ast61 continues to
increase, these trends persist, although no additional p
are seen fort1<7 ms. There is also a gradual downshift
the beta peak to around 16.9 Hz att156 ms, but this peak is
sufficiently broad that substructures and frequency shifts
individual modes do not produce multiple peaks in the ov
all spectrum in this case.
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The mechanism of split-alpha generation inferred in
previous paragraphs involves coupling of weakly damp
spatial modes via nonuniformities int0(r ). Unlike previous
suggestions@2,9#, these modes are not purely cortical, a
are weakly damped only because of the existence of cort
thalamic loops with appropriate gains@18–20#. In addition,
the nature of the coupling is such that it produces multi
frequency peaks in each mode’s spectrum, rather than e
mode having a separate peak, as assumed in prop
mechanisms based on purely cortical modes without mo

FIG. 3. ~a! Coupled power spectra~solid curves, arbitrary units!
for various values oft61, with other parameters as in Table I. Als
shown are the 0 mode power~dotted curves! and the sum of the61
mode powers~dashed curves!. ~a! t6150 ms, ~b! t6153 ms, ~c!
t6156 ms.
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mode coupling. We investigate coupling further shortly.
Waves at a given location are generated most stron

with an alpha period approximately related to the local c
ticothalamic loop delay in the same manner as in the unifo
case, giving@18,20#

Ta~x!5@ f a~x!#21't0~x!11/a11/b, ~40!

whereDt51/a11/b is the part of the corticothalamic loo
delay that is due to dendritic propagation. Maximal contrib
tions to the spatially averaged spectrum arise from turn
points of t0(x), whereTa(x) is stationary. For our choice
~39!, this gives extremal periods deviating by62t1 from the
uniform case. Periods corresponding to observed spe
peaks~as opposed to peaks of the local contribution alo!
must lie between these bounds, even when electrodes
placed at extremums oft(r ), since the spectrum measured
any point contains contributions from other locations, v
cortical propagation.

It is easily verified that alpha splitting in our model is du
to coupling of modes via the inhomogeneity, not to shifts
the individual mode frequencies themselves. One comp
the overlap integral~in Dirac notation! of the inhomogeneity,
taken between unperturbed real modes of the form

um1&5~2/l x!
1/2 cos~kmx!, ~41!

um2&5~2/l x!
1/2 sin~kmx!, ~42!

for m.0 without loss of generality. This gives the expec
tion value ~in effect, a weighted average of all the valu
encountered by the modes in question! of the shift in period
to be

^m1utun1&5
2

l x
E

0

l x
cos~kmx!t~x!cos~knx!dx, ~43!

5t1@dm,n111dm,n21#, ~44!

52^m2utun2&, ~45!

^m1utun2&5^m2utun1&50, ~46!

for form ~39!, with t(x)52t1 cos(k1x). From these results
we see that the modes undergo no first-order shift in per
since ^m6utum6&50 for all combinations of signs. Mode
coupling produces additional peaks shifted by6t1 and will
have large contributions to the total spectrum for mod
which are themselves strong and which couple to ot
strong modes—i.e., for the 0,61, and~possibly! 62 modes.
These new peaks can themselves couple via the inhom
neity to produce further peaks. More complicated variatio
than Eq.~39! will have more Fourier coefficients and, henc
will couple larger ranges of modes. Incidentally, the coupl
in Eq. ~43! is analogous in optics to scattering of an inco
ing wave un& off a grating formed byt into an outgoing
wave ^mu with a different wave vector. Alternatively, it is
analogous in quantum physics~whence the notation is de
rived! to coalescence or decay of one wave quantum
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another, with involvement of a third quantum, correspond
to a potential whose role is played byt.

Figure 4 shows the periods, frequencies, and freque
separationD f 5 f 12 f 2 of the alpha peaks in Fig. 3 as func
tions of t1, where f 1 is the highest alpha peak frequenc
and f 2 is the lowest. Figure 4~a! shows the small splitting a
t150, and confirms the approximately linear dependence
t1 for larger values. The upper and lower periods in Fig. 4~a!
are displaced from the uniform value by6t1, in good agree-
ment with Eqs.~43!–~45!. Figures 4~b! and 4~c! show that a
typical observed splitting of 1 Hz~in those subjects with

FIG. 4. Parameters of alpha peaks in Fig. 3, vst1. The higher
frequency peak is shown as dashed lines and the lower frequ
one as solid. Where a third peak exists, it is shown in triple-d
dashed style.~a! Periods, with dotted curves showing offsets
6t1 from the mean unperturbed value for comparison;~b! frequen-
cies; ~c! overall frequency splittingD f .
2-7
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ROBINSON, WHITEHOUSE, AND RENNIE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021922 ~2003!
split-alpha peaks! corresponds tot1'5 ms. The third peak
appearing fort1*7 ms in Fig. 4 results from coupling o
each of the two outer peaks with the inhomogeneity to p
duce a peak near the unperturbed frequency. This pea
seen to drift slightly witht1, because it distorted as a resu
of being superposed on the contributions of the other pe
which are not of equal intensity.

C. Locally measured spectra

We explore the spatial dependence of power spectr
Fig. 5, which shows spectra obtained at various locati
using Eq.~27! with white noise inputs. The parameters
Table I are used, witht6156 s, which corresponds to a
alpha splitting in the mean spectrum of around 1.2 Hz.
smallx ~frontally here!, Fig. 5~a! shows that the lower side o
the alpha peak is enhanced relative to the mean, wherea
enhancement moves progressively to the high frequency
at largerx ~central and posterior locations!, as shown in Figs.
5~b! and 5~c!. These trends are in accord with Eq.~40!. The
beta peak moves to higher frequency and becomes bro
and less prominent asx increases, which explains why th
mean spectrum is skewed toward lower frequencies.

Figure 6 showsP(x,v) as a function of position and fre
quency. This demonstrates more clearly the close correla
betweenTa(x), given by Eq.~40!, and the peak in locally
measured power. However, Fig. 6 also shows that this co
lation is not perfect, owing to the cortical propagation
power between locations. This is seen most clearly in
projection of the strong peak atx50 at fixed frequency as
far asx'0.20 m, even while contours at other frequenc
roughly follow the variation int0(x).

To illustrate further the way in whichP(x,v) reflects lo-
cal variations int0(x), we show this quantity in Fig. 7 for

t0~x!5T01t1 exp@2x2/~Dx!2#, ~47!

with t1520 ms andDx50.04 m, and whereT0 is a base
level, rather than the average value used previously. At
peak, the intense signal spreads well beyond its local poin
generation, but the effects of the inhomogeneity on the sp
trum are better localized to its vicinity at other~more heavily
damped! frequencies. Hence, even spatially small sources
alpha can potentially be localized by spectral measureme
so long as these accurately capture frequencies away
the peaks.

D. Illustrative comparison with data

The variations in the structure of the alpha peak infer
above are in good qualitative accord with those seen in
2, whose alpha frequencies implyt1'8 ms for this subject,
since

t1'
1

2 f 2
2

1

2 f 1
. ~48!

Hence, Figs. 3~c! and 5 can be compared with Fig. 2, but t
relative normalizations of the curves from different ele
trodes cannot be compared between theory and data
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because of the unknown effects of variable skull thickn
and variable white noise amplitude, in particular, on the re
tive strength of the scalp spectra at various locations. T
related effect ofk-dependent filtering by volume conduction
which removes short-scale features in the signals, can
ignored at the alpha peak because it is significant only
k*15 m21 @18,23#, whereask61'8 m21. The beta peak
has similar spectral trends, but these do not result in split
of the theoretical spectrum, whereas the observed beta
shows some sign of splitting, with subpeaks around 17
and 18.5 Hz. We note, however, that the theoretical anal

FIG. 5. Locally measured power spectra~solid curves, arbitrary
units! for t156 ms, and other parameters as in Table I, for vario
values ofx. The mean spectrum is overplotted for comparison~dot-
ted curves!. ~a! x50, t0(x)592 ms. ~b! x50.16 m, t0(x)
584.5 ms.~c! x50.4 m, t0(x)568 ms.
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NONUNIFORM CORTICOTHALAMIC CONTINUUM MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 021922 ~2003!
is at or beyond its limit of validity in the beta range, so we
not pursue this comparison further.

The theoretical behavior is robust within the parame
ranges that correspond to strong alpha peaks: param
changes that enhance the peak~i.e., make it less damped!
favor alpha splitting by narrowing the individual mod
widths, while splitting in the absence of inhomogeneity
favored by decreasingl x , which increases the natural fre
quency separation between the 0 and61 modes.

Visual examination of 100 sets of spectra obtained fr
normal subjects by the same means as Fig. 2 reveals app
mately 80 with clear alpha peaks under the experime
conditions used, including eight with unequivocal split-alp
peaks. However, roughly another third of the 80 showe
readily discerned front-to-back trend in the alpha frequen
in most cases increasing toward the back. These feature

FIG. 6. Locally measured powerP(x, f ) ~arbitrary units! vs fre-
quency and position for a cosine variation oft0(x), as in Eq.~39!,
with dark shades indicating low levels, and gray levels logarith
cally spaced, half a decade apart.Ta(x) ~dashed curve!, estimated
using Eq.~40!, is overplotted for comparison. The parameters
those of Table I, witht156 ms in the form~39! of t0(x).

FIG. 7. Locally measured powerP(x, f ) ~arbitrary units! vs fre-
quency and position for a Gaussian variation oft0(x), as in Eq.
~47!, with dark shades indicating low levels, and gray levels lo
rithmically spaced, half a decade apart. The local value ofTa(x)
~dashed curve!, estimated using Eq.~46!, is overplotted for com-
parison. The parameters are those of Table I, witht1520 ms in
form ~47! of t0(x).
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consistent with the literature on incidence and frequency
alpha peaks@1#, although we are not aware of any publish
estimate of the incidence of split alpha. Detailed analysis
these data will be published in the clinical literature, but w
conclude that at least 10% of subjects with alpha have s
alpha discernable at the Cz electrode and, hence,t1
*5 ms. Roughly another 25% of subjects with alpha hav
noticeable increase in alpha frequency toward the poste
implying t1 of a few ms, while a few percent have a trend
the opposite direction, implying a negativet1 of a few ms.
The remaining~roughly half! of the alpha subjects are infer
fed to haveut1u&2 –3 ms, since no clear frequency tren
was discerned on visual inspection. These preliminary res
are thus consistent with split alpha subjects correspondin
the tail of a statistical distribution oft1 values, which param-
etrize corticothalamic inhomogeneity with a positive mean
around 1 ms and a standard deviation of a couple of ms

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have included parameter nonuniformities in our p
vious continuum model of the generation of EEG signals,
their coupling of spatial eigenmodes. This approach yield
matrix equation for the coupled mode amplitudes, which c
be inverted to yield the amplitudes, and local and mean sp
tra. To illustrate the method, we have used it to investig
the effect of spatially nonuniform corticothalamic time d
lays on the splitting of the alpha peak that is seen in a sm
percentage of the normal population.

Theoretically, we find that modal structure~involving the
0 and61 modes in the 1D case! can produce a small split
ting in the alpha peak, even in the absence of nonuniform
This is most likely to occur for sharp peaks and if the cort
is small. Fort1*5 ms, nonuniformity generally dominate
with the peak separation being linearly dependent ont1. The
frequency of the local spectral peak trends in the same di
tion as the local corticothalamic time delay, although wav
generated at one location contribute at others, due to cor
propagation, especially if generated at sharp~hence, weakly
damped! spectral peaks. This propagation effect leads to
termediate values of periods for measured peaks, which c
tain contributions from multiple locations. Split-alpha pea
should thus be most readily observed at central electro
where contributions are received from both front and back
the head where alpha frequencies are extremal. Variation
the alpha frequency can also probe quite localized variati
in corticothalamic inhomogeneity, as shown by our result

The mechanism of alpha splitting in our theory is v
mode coupling induced by spatial nonuniformities. This
predicted to be strongest for the lowest-order modes
leads to each mode developing additional peaks with per
displaced by6t1 relative to their unperturbed values, whic
are unchanged to first order. This contrasts with alterna
explanations involving~i! ad hocpacemakers, or~ii ! splitting
of the degeneracy of modes, which would leave the 0 m
unsplit and presumes a single peak for each mode@2,9,19#.
The mechanism we propose does rely on weakly dam
eigenmodes, as in~ii !, but these are weakly damped in o
model only as a result of corticothalamic feedback, and e
develops multiple peaks as a result of mode coupling.
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ROBINSON, WHITEHOUSE, AND RENNIE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021922 ~2003!
Our calculations semiquantitatively match the trends s
in EEG data for physiologically realistic input paramete
with ut1u*5 ms for distinct split-alpha peaks to be see
Based on visual inspection of trends in spectra without d
tinct split alpha, we suggest that split-alpha subjects form
tail of the distribution oft1 values in normal subjects, rathe
than a separate population. Most subjects are inferred to h
ut1u&2 –3 ms. A detailed analysis of these data will be pu
lished in the clinical literature.

In addition to the above specific findings, the pres
work provides a motivation for better direct physiologic
d

s

rg

ot
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measurements of corticothalamic loop delays to prov
more stringent tests of its predictions. Another area for fut
work is the application of the general analysis in Sec. II
other nonuniformities in the cortex.
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